Broken Dishes
Four Blocks and some Borders
(Finished Size 45” x 45”)

For the 6” AccuQuilt GO! Qube Mix & Match Set
By Marjorie Busby
This quilt is based on my quilt concept of four blocks and a border. There are six borders. While it is not a true “Sampler”
quilt, it does include multiple quilt blocks. All of the blocks in the quilt are based on a single size Qube. The quilt uses the
Basic Qube of 8 shapes, but it also includes some blocks from the Corners and Angles companion sets. For those quilters
who do not yet have the companion sets, alternate piecing methods are included. In addition, the quilt is designed with
both the Beginner and Advanced quilter in mind. There are variations that will work for different quilting skills levels. And
there are tips for using the Qubes for cutting and piecing.
Below are images of the finished quilt showing finished sizes. Following that are images of the possible variations that are
included in the instructions. The first quilt is the original design. Variations 1-4 are similar, but each has some differences.
Please note on Variations 1 and 2 a Sawtooth Star is the focus of Border 2 whereas in the original and Variations 3 and 4
the Broken Dishes Star is the focus of Border 2.

Fabric Yardage for Quilt made with 6 inch Qube:
Fabric
Background Fabric
Light Fabric
Medium Fabric
Dark Fabric
Binding Fabric
Batting
Backing

Yardage Required
1 ½ yards
½ yard
1 ¼ yards
5/8 yards
½ yard
53” x 53”
53” x 53”

Broken Dishes
Four Blocks and some Borders
(Finished Size 60” x 60”)

For the 8” AccuQuilt GO! Qube Mix & Match Set
By Marjorie Busby
This quilt is based on my quilt concept of four blocks and a border. There are six borders. While it is not a true “Sampler”
quilt, it does include multiple quilt blocks. All of the blocks in the quilt are based on a single size Qube. The quilt uses the
Basic Qube of 8 shapes, but it also includes some blocks from the Corners and Angles companion sets. For those quilters
who do not yet have the companion sets, alternate piecing methods are included. In addition, the quilt is designed with
both the Beginner and Advanced quilter in mind. There are variations that will work for different quilting skills levels. And
there are tips for using the Qubes for cutting and piecing.
Below are images of the finished quilt showing finished sizes. Following that are images of the possible variations that are
included in the instructions. The first quilt is the original design. Variations 1-4 are similar, but each has some differences.
Please note on Variations 1 and 2 a Sawtooth Star is the focus of Border 2 whereas in the original and Variations 3 and 4
the Broken Dishes Star is the focus of Border 2.

Broken Dishes Qube Workout
By Marjorie Busby 2021

Fabric Yardage for Quilt made with 6 inch Qube:
Fabric
Background Fabric
Light Fabric
Medium Fabric
Dark Fabric
Binding Fabric
Batting
Backing
Broken Dishes Qube Workout
By Marjorie Busby 2021

Yardage Required
2 yards
5/8 yard
2 3/8 yards
¾ yards
½ yard
68” x 68”
68” x 68”

Broken Dishes
Four Blocks and some Borders
(Finished Size 67” x 67”)

For the 9” AccuQuilt GO! Qube Mix & Match Set
By Marjorie Busby
This quilt is based on my quilt concept of four blocks and a border. There are six borders. While it is not a true “Sampler”
quilt, it does include multiple quilt blocks. All of the blocks in the quilt are based on a single size Qube. The quilt uses the
Basic Qube of 8 shapes, but it also includes some blocks from the Corners and Angles companion sets. For those quilters
who do not yet have the companion sets, alternate piecing methods are included. In addition, the quilt is designed with
both the Beginner and Advanced quilter in mind. There are variations that will work for different quilting skills levels. And
there are tips for using the Qubes for cutting and piecing.
Below are images of the finished quilt showing finished sizes. Following that are images of the possible variations that are
included in the instructions. The first quilt is the original design. Variations 1-4 are similar, but each has some differences.
Please note on Variations 1 and 2 a Sawtooth Star is the focus of Border 2 whereas in the original and Variations 3 and 4
the Broken Dishes Star is the focus of Border 2.

Broken Dishes Qube Workout
By Marjorie Busby 2021

Fabric Yardage for Quilt made with 6 inch Qube:
Fabric
Background Fabric
Light Fabric
Medium Fabric
Dark Fabric
Binding Fabric
Batting
Backing
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Yardage Required
2 3/8 yards
5/8 yard
2 5/8 yards
3/4 yards
5/8 yards
75” x 75”
75” x 75”

Broken Dishes
Four Blocks and some Borders
(Finished Size 75” x 75”)

For the 10” AccuQuilt GO! Qube Mix & Match Set
By Marjorie Busby
This quilt is based on my quilt concept of four blocks and a border. There are six borders. While it is not a true “Sampler”
quilt, it does include multiple quilt blocks. All of the blocks in the quilt are based on a single size Qube. The quilt uses the
Basic Qube of 8 shapes, but it also includes some blocks from the Corners and Angles companion sets. For those quilters
who do not yet have the companion sets, alternate piecing methods are included. In addition, the quilt is designed with
both the Beginner and Advanced quilter in mind. There are variations that will work for different quilting skills levels. And
there are tips for using the Qubes for cutting and piecing.
Below are images of the finished quilt showing finished sizes. Following that are images of the possible variations that are
included in the instructions. The first quilt is the original design. Variations 1-4 are similar, but each has some differences.
Please note on Variations 1 and 2 a Sawtooth Star is the focus of Border 2 whereas in the original and Variations 3 and 4
the Broken Dishes Star is the focus of Border 2.

Broken Dishes Qube Workout
By Marjorie Busby 2021

Fabric Yardage for Quilt made with 6 inch Qube:
Fabric
Background Fabric
Light Fabric
Medium Fabric
Dark Fabric
Binding Fabric
Batting
Backing

Broken Dishes Qube Workout
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Yardage Required
2 ¾ yards
1 yard
3 1/4 yards
1 1/8 yards
¾ yards
83” x 83”
83” x 83”

Broken Dishes
Four Blocks and some Borders
(Finished Size 90” x 90”)

For the 12” AccuQuilt GO! Qube Mix & Match Set
By Marjorie Busby
This quilt is based on my quilt concept of four blocks and a border. There are six borders. While it is not a true “Sampler”
quilt, it does include multiple quilt blocks. All of the blocks in the quilt are based on a single size Qube. The quilt uses the
Basic Qube of 8 shapes, but it also includes some blocks from the Corners and Angles companion sets. For those quilters
who do not yet have the companion sets, alternate piecing methods are included. In addition, the quilt is designed with
both the Beginner and Advanced quilter in mind. There are variations that will work for different quilting skills levels. And
there are tips for using the Qubes for cutting and piecing.
Below are images of the finished quilt showing finished sizes. Following that are images of the possible variations that are
included in the instructions. The first quilt is the original design. Variations 1-4 are similar, but each has some differences.
Please note on Variations 1 and 2 a Sawtooth Star is the focus of Border 2 whereas in the original and Variations 3 and 4
the Broken Dishes Star is the focus of Border 2.

Broken Dishes Qube Workout
By Marjorie Busby 2021

Fabric Yardage for Quilt made with 6 inch Qube:
Fabric
Background Fabric
Light Fabric
Medium Fabric
Dark Fabric
Binding Fabric
Batting
Backing
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Yardage Required
3 ¾ yards
1 ¼ yards
4 1/4 yards
1 3/8 yards
¾ yards
98” x 98”
98” x 98”

